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USD hosts Mexico reunion
NATALIE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITER
The University of San Diego
hosted a Mexico reunion on
campus last Saturday as part of
its year-long 60th anniversary
celebration.
It provided an opportunity
for people to reunite with USD
alumni, parents, students, friends
and business partners from
Mexico.
The event began with a 5
p.m. mass in Founders Chapel,
followed by a dinner reception
outside Mother Rosalie Hill Hall.
According to an email invitation,
the event was "one of the many
happening throughout the nation
and around the world this year to
commemorate this milestone in
our history."
The mass and musical se
lections were conducted almost
entirely in Spanish. The priest
began his sermon by stating, "All
the monuments on campus tell a
story... one that began with the
founding of USD 60 years ago."
He went on to talk about some
of "the difference makers," the
people who he thought made
USD unique.

see REUNION, page 3

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Alumni, faculty and friends enjoyed food and a reception at the USD Mexico reunion. The group also celebrated mass together.

Kanye,how
could you be so
heartless?

issues

JILLIAN ANTHONY
MANAGING EDITOR
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Speaker Alan Bersin urged community to rethink the border problem.

MEGHAN ANDERSON
STAFF WRITER
The Joan B. Kroc Institue for Peace and
Justice Theater housed a lecture on border
issues last friday when Alan Bersin presented
his speech, "A Vision For US-Mexico Border
Security." The speaker was sponsored by The
Trans-Border Institute as well as LEAD@
USD, a program that helps underrepresented
freshmen to take leadership roles on campus.
The lecture's emphasis was not on border
problems, but the way in which the American
people and the federal government view the

problems at the border.
Bersin advocated for a change in citizen's
perspective of the border and its problems. He
said that Washington and the American people
place Mexico in the international category. Bersin
did not dispute Mexico's sovereignty. Instead he
asked both nations to look at the border as a place
where two countries both literally and politi
cally meet. According to Bersin, this meeting of
Mexico and the United States at the border calls
for equal collaboration between the countries to
work on the problems there.

see MEXICO, page 2

"The Silence of God and Other Plays"
Playwright incorporates poetry in piece to be performed
at Bearing Exquisite Wittness Art Festival.

Even the President of the
United States had something to
say about Kanye West's latest
grab for the spotlight.
"I thought that was really in
appropriate," Obama said. "He's
a jackass."
During MTV's Video Music
Awards on Sunday, Kanye West
interrupted Taylor Swift's ac
ceptance speech for best music
video to say "Beyonce had one
of the best videos of all time."
The 19-year-old country singer
was speechless as fans booed and
West ran off stage.
West has publicly apologized
three times since the event, twice
on his blog and once during an in
terview with Jay Leno on Monday
night. According to online reports

COUNTDOWN

34

DAYS UNTIL
HALLOWEEN

he has also personally called
Swift to apologize, and she has
accepted, calling his apology
"sincere."
"The support that I got from
other artists and from the fans
and so many people sticking up
for me, that's what got me to the
place where I could accept the
apology," Swift said. "And I'm
just very thankful that everyone
could show me so much love."
Swift, who had to perform
live about ten minutes later, was
able to recover from the incident.
She was later invited onstage by
Beyonce to "have her moment."
Other celebrities have pub
licly denounced West's actions,
including Donald Trump, Pink,
Spencer Pratt, Heidi Montag,
Adam Lambert, Joel Madden
and Swift's older brother, Austin
Swift.
Trump suggested a boycott
of West as punishment for his

see KANYE, page 4
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Word of the week:

Potty Policy
1814 Francis Scott Key
writes a poem which be
comes "The Star-Spangled
Banner."

1974 Eric Clapton first tops the
charts with his version of Bob
Marley's reggae song "I Shot the
Sheriff."

1954 The famous picture of
Marilyn Monroe, laughing as her
skirt is blown up by the blast from
a subway vent, is shot on this day.

1620 The Mayflower sails from
Plymouth, England, bound for the
New World with 102 passengers
headed for Virginia.

One hundred percent of
my professors have addressed
the issue of restroom use this
semester. Two have requested
that students try to remain
<sO
seated during class. Two more
have gone so far as to forbid
rH
leaving the room during lecture.
n
AH have respectfully explained
that the practice of leaving
class distracts from lecture. Fair
enough.
I've spoken to fellow stu
dents in various departments
and almost everyone I know
has experienced an increase in
1884 An Oakland, California 1990 A 500 lb. Hershey Kiss is 1995 The Washington Post 1946 The first annual Cannes
potty policy- what I will define
judge set a new record for speed, displayed in Times Square.
as specific instruction or regula
publishes a 35,000-word mani Film Festival opens and includes
disposing of 13 criminal cases on
tion from professors regarding
festo written by the Unabomber, an American film, The Wizard of
his docket in only six minutes.
restroom use by students during
who had eluded authorities while Oz.
lecture.
carrying out a series of bombings
I have some personal
across the United States since the
Sources: History.com and
concerns about the new trend.
late 70s
BrainyHistory.com
What if I can't focus on lecture
because I need to pee and I'm
afraid of breaking the rules by
leaving class? What if I really
need to go and I'm thinking
of calling it an emergency, but
someone gets up before me and
the instructor already looks an
noyed? What if I have three
potty-policy classes in a row
followed by a non-policy class
and I end up leaving that class
every single time, thus creating
another professor who would
like to implement potty policy? 1 felt weird about leaving
before these rules became popu
lar. Now I think my brain might
explode.
My second grade teacher
forbade leaving class. She had
a terrible reputation for hating
children and her restroom rule
resulted in more than one em
barrassing accident during story
time. But I've never met a col
lege professor with a heart as
black as hers. I am struggling
to understand why USD profes
sors have adopted her odious
methods.
Professors at our university
have a reputation for being in
volved with and concerned for
students. In my experience they
have proved themselves wise,
easygoing and fair. Given that
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
trend, I refuse to believe that
ABOVE:
Students
held
signs
to
demonstrate
the
strong
emotions
associated
with
border
issues.
BELOW:
Students,
faculty and guests
potty policy is aimed at making
congregated outside of the Kroc. Institute for Peace and Justice thea er before the lecture.
student lives miserable. We must
have done something to deserve
MEXICO, continued
this, or to give the impression
He said that due to the complex border. He supported the idea that
that we do, and I would like to
ity of this gray area, where two knowledge is key by pointing out
get to the bottom of it.
countries
are in one place, border that better border security in the
1 have a few theories about
issues
should
be addressed as "in- last couple of years has led to the
the recent rise in potty policy.
termestic," a word that describes confiscation of 42 million dollars
Perhaps we have been leav
the land and the problems as both in drug money and 470 weapons.
ing class too frequently. Maybe
domestic and international.
LEAD member Doug Sawyer
we have been taking too long
"A way collaboration can said his program sponsored the
to return to class after leaving.
occur is by both the US and event because they believe in a
It could be the case that we've
Mexico recognizinthat these prob nonpartisan and community based
been disruptive when leaving,
lems at the border are not isolated, solution to border issues. "[LEAD
or maybe we have been leaving
it takes people in both countries members are] educated community
for inappropriate reasons and
for drug smuggling, human traf leaders who can be called upon for
it's obvious.
ficking, etc to work. We both need support and involvement on issues
If you have class with a pro
to stop fighting the blame and start affecting the region," he said.
fessor who has not yet restricted
fighting the problems together ,"
According to it's mission
restroom use, I encourage you to
Bersin Said.
statement,
the group co-sponsoring
be on your best behavior. Keep
Bersin went on to state that the the lecture, The Trans-Border
that privilege safe for future
most effective way to recognize Institute, aims to "promote an
students by respecting lecture
and
fight both countries' problems active role for the University in
and staying put unless the urge
at the border is to know more about the cross-border community."
is strong.
what and who is coming across the
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Speaker suggests nonpartisan border solutions
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
APRIL 2 7 - 3 0
Sept. 7

Sept. 9

Location: IPJ GARAGE

Location: MISSIONS B AREA

At 2:24 a.m. a Public Safety officer ob
served a vehicle playing loud music in the
KIPJ garage. Upon investigation, two indi
viduals were observed urinating in public
next to the vehicle. The individuals were
contacted, identified as resident students
and cited for public urination. One student
received an additional citation for being in
possession of a fraudulent ID.

At 10:53 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of a possible sexual assault. Upon
investigation, two individuals were contact
ed, identified as resident students and found
to be under the influence of alcohol. Upon
further investigation, it was determined that
no sexual assault had occurred. One student
was transported to the hospital for possible
alcohol poisoning; the other student was
voluntarily transported to Detox

Sept. 8

Location: ALCALA VISTAS WEST LOT

credit card. The charges were unsuccessful;
a $20 bill was also in the wallet.

Sept. 11

Location: OFF CAMPUS
At 9:33 a.m. a Public Safety officer
observed a blue SUV driving erratically
at an accelerated speed (55mph) through a
stop sign and around campus. The officer
attempted a traffic stop, but the vehicle
left campus via the Vistas entrance. A plate
number and vehicle description were ob
tained. SDPD is handling the issue. The
driver was identified as a resident student.
The case has been referred to Student Dis
cipline.

Location: WARREN HALL
At 8:40 p.m. Public Safety responded to a
report of vandalism to a resident student's
vehicle. Upon investigation, the back wind
shield had been shattered and a deep scratch
was near the right rear fender. The scratch
appeared to have been caused by a pointed
object. There were no other damages.

At 5:42 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a theft report involving a commuter student's
personal property. Upon investigation, an
individual had removed the wallet out of the
student's back pocket, and had attempted
to make fraudulent charges to his debit and

Sept. 12

Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE
At 9:18 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of a commuter student that was
harassing a resident student by knocking on

Mexican alumni and faculty reunite

her door. Upon inves
tigation, the commuter
student was asked to leave
the residence hall. The commuter student
left without incident.

Sept. 13

Location: TORERO WAY

At 3:08 a.m. a Public Safety officer
observed an individual proceed without
stopping through a stop sign on campus,
and then swerve through a parking stall on
the opposite side of the road. Upon inves
tigation, the individual was identified as a
commuter student and found to be under the
influence of alcohol. SDPD responded and
arrested the student for DUI1. The student
also admitted to having a taser gun in the
front door of his vehicle. The taser gun was
confiscated.

The Ultimate Laser Adventure

REUNION, continued
After his sermon, several alumni pre
sented offerings, asking the congregation
to pray for the alumni, priests and founders
of USD. The closing was given by Yolanda
Ingle, the assistant vice president of con
stituent relations and the coordinator of the
Mexico reunion.
Jourdain Artz, class of 2012, attended
the event as a representative of the Alcala
Club. He said the club sent student repre
sentatives to each of the 60th anniversary
events.
"I volunteered for this event because I
know a little Spanish," Artz said.
An outdoor dinner reception followed
the mass, and included drinks, appetizers
and live music from a steel drum. President
Lyons was in attendance, as well as dozens
of alumni and their spouses.
One guest said this was the first 60th
anniversary event he and his wife have at
tended. Both are originally from Mexico.
"The mass was very interesting," he
said. "It reminded me of Central Mexico."
Adolfo Jaramillo, class of 1997 and
a current graduate student, said he heard
about the event through an invitation he
received from the university in April.
"I think it's a very good idea to have
a bi-national celebration for the university,"
Jaramillo said. "It's a good representation
of what our university is about. The mass
was a really nice way to start the event, a
way to keep the faith and be thankful for our
time spent at USD."
He said he attended the event because
it was a chance to visit with past classmates.
He said he hopes that the university will
continue this event as a tradition.
"After all, we're Latinos," Jaramillo
said. "We love to celebrate together."

THE VISTA
Editorial -619.260.4584
Business - 619.206.4714

> USD GROUP
EVENT DISCOUNT
'UP TO 36
PLAYERS
PER GAME
HUGE
MULTI-LEVEL
ARENA

'PARTY
AREA TO
120 GUESTS
LATE NIGHT
AT THE ZONE
Open Until 2am
Fri. & Sat.

ULTRAZONE
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Alumni, faculty and friends of USD filled Founder's Chapel at the USD Mexico reunion
last week.
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Kanye disses Taylor and earns bad press

THIS WEEK

tuuitter
"WTF Kanye."
PEREZ HILTON
"WOW Taylor
Swifts first VMA
and she didn't
even get to
ENJOY it!"
JOEL MADDEN

LORA SFORZA/ THE VISTA

Kanye's comment at the Video Music Awards caused uproar across the nation, leading to a debate amongst media insiders and
fans alike about whether they should continue to support him.

KANYE, continued
actions, and some radio stations have
followed suit. KISS 93.1 in Fiorida has
halted all play of West's music for the time
being.
This incident isn't Kanye's first time
trying to recapture the spotlight. The
singer has a legacy of comments at MTV
awards shows as well has his infamous
hurricane Katrina fundraiser quote.
In 2005, while filming a Red Cross
televised fundraiser for Katrina, West
brought up racial discrimination instead of
ways to support hurricane victims. "1 hate

the way they portray us in the media...
George Bush doesn't care about black
people," West said on NBC national tele
vision.
At the 2007 MTV Music Awards West
publicly criticized Britney Spears as the
opening act instead of him. After losing
all five categories he was nominated for,
a youtube video also leaked with audio of
furious West yelling profanities and saying,
"I'm never coming back to MTV. Last two
years in a row man. I'm trying hard man.
Give a black man a chance."
Discussions through twitter, chat-

rooms, facebook and other online media
outlets continue to argue for or against
West's actions, as well as whether or not
his music and other endeavors should
suffer as a result.

I'm not crazy y'all, I'm
just real.
Kanye West

NEWS IN BRIEF
YALE GRADUATE
STUDENT'S REMAINS
DISCOVERED IN WALL
Human remains found inside the
wall of a Yale University medical re
search building have been identified
as missing graduate student Annie
Le. The remains were found shortly
after 5 p.m. on Sunday. The death
has been ruled a homicide, but the
cause of death has not been released.
CNN reported that investigators in
the case have interviewed more than
200 people. According to a police
report released Tuesday night, a Yale
University employee is in custody
in connection to the killing of the
24-year-old student. Le disappeared
September 8, and was last seen on
surveillance cameras as she entered
the laboratory building. An unidenti
fied police official said that investiga
tors are likely to await DNA evidence
before making any arrests.

JAPANESE LEADER
RESIGNS
Japanese Prime Minister Taro

Aso resigned Wednesday morning,
ending the almost 50 year government
of Japan's Liberal Democratic Party.
In August, Japanese voters elected
Democratic Party of Japan leader Yukio
Hatoyama, in the midst of Japan's worst
recession since World War II. During his
campaign, Hatoyama promised change
in the form of a "trickle up economics"
plan. This puts money in the hands of
the people, in hopes that they will spend
it to stimulate the economy. Other
changes he proposed include raising
the minimum wage and paying monthly
stipends to unemployed citizens.

OBAMA DEFENDS AUTO
BAILOUT
President Obama defended his con
troversial auto bailout during an appear
ance at an Ohio General Motors plant
on Tuesday. During his speech, he an
nounced that tighter auto fuel efficiency
standards will be enacted in order to
remedy climate change and reduce
dependence on foreign oil. The new
requirements were initially proposed
in May, and require that new vehicles
average 35.5 miles per gallon by 2016.
The United States Treasury Department
gave $19.4 billion to GM before its

"F*** U Kanye.
It's like you
stepped on a
kitten"
KATY PERRY
i'm just starting
to pity kanye"
JENNA
JAMESON

IT*!

NATIALE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITFR

"Kanye West
should be banned
for life from
anything
MTV!!!!!!!"
SPENCER PRATT

bankruptcy filing, and agreed to give
another $30 billion after the filing is
completed. According to a CNN report,
Obama told the audience of autoworkers, "We intervened for one simple and
compelling reason: Your survival and
the success of our economy depended
on it."

HEALTHCARE DEBATE
CONTINUES
Senator Max Baucus announced
that his compromise healthcare reform
plan will be revealed later this week,
after much deliberation by a bipartisan
group of negotiators. Baucus heads
the "Gang of Six", a group comprised
of three Democrats and three Repub
licans, which has been at the center
of the Senate health talks. The group
discussed important issues, including
the prohibition of federal funding for
abortions and medical malpractice
issues. According to a CNN article,
Baucus stated, "I think all six really
do want agreement." The Finance
Committee will begin debating the
proposal next week.
Sources: CBS and BBC

"Thanks Kanye.
Love, Kathy"
KATHY GRIFFIN
"I saw the devil
in action when
kanye west stole
your mic!"
HEIDI MONTAG
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*Free bottle of Fantastic Sams Shampoo when you get a haircut & mention this ad. While Supplies Last*

H A I R

S A L O N S

619-260-7267
Linda Vista Road & Napa Street
Open 7 Days a week.

SERVICES
HAIRCUTS . COLORS. HIGHLIGHTS . WAXING
STUDENT DISCOUNT 10% OFF ON ALL SERVICES.
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THE START OF A N E W SCHOOL YEAR
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE STRESSFUL.

. ii

P A I N S H O U L D NOT BE A
PART OF THE CURRICULUM

ACTION SPORTS
C H I R O P R A C T I C 8C W E L L N E S S
LET

T A K E Y O U T O A N E W L E V E L O F H E A L T H 8c P E R F O R M A N C E

*CH I ROPRACTIC
*MASSAGE
*ACU PU NCTU R E
*TOTAL BODY SPORTS MEDICINE
FUNCTIONAL NUTRITION

C A L L T O MAKE Y O U R A P P O I N T M E N T TODAY!
N O I N S U R A N C E ? A S K A B O U T O U R STUDENT DISCOUNTS!

858-48 1-0303

Ditch
the parking headache.
Buy a SDSU Student Semester Pass & score unlimited
rides on the Bus and Trolley all semester long.
On sale at the UC Box Office
September 1 - October 15,20.09

THE PROVEN CHOICE OF SAN DIEGO STUDENTS,
PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES AND EXECUTIVES

YOUR LIFE. YOUR HEALTH. YOUR WAY!

WWW.ACTIONSPORTSCHIROPRACTIC.COM

•ebon sports
CHIROPRACTIC

$154
Valid August 26 - December 31,2009
(includes a $15 USD subsidy)
Limit one pass per student. Student ID required for purchase.
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Alcala Bazaar 2009
The campus community hits the streets as student organizations show
their stuff in an attempt to recruit new members.

ALYSSA CROW/THE VISTA

IPS
LIZ CROSBY/ THE VISTA

RYAN FISHER/THE VISTA

Clockwise from left: Scenes from the Alcala Bazaar in
cluded student and administrative tables on display. Clubs
filled the plaza with tables. They offered information,
applications and sign-ups for students hoping to add new
material to their student development transcripts. The
elusive "green man" made an appearance at the event,
asserting his status as a campus oddity. Public Safety
officers gave demonstrations with drunk goggles.

OPINION

Thursday, September 17, 2009
Opinion Editor: Ryan Mulvey
rmulvey@usdvista.com

Parking meters: efficieny or profiteering?
ANNE SLAGILL
NEWS FDITOR

H1N1:
Oink, oink, boo
I admit it; no "J 'accuse" is
necessary. I'm a Francophile.
As such, I tend to sprinkle French
into everyday conversation. I
pine for the glorified France of a
bygone era. I yearn for neverending Hugo and the romantic
mystique of Gounod. And, I
can't resist a good roquefort or
chevre, let alone some Perrier
with a squeeze of citron, or a
delicious cassoulet stuffed with
duck and sausage. Don't even
mention calvados,that wonderful
Norman apple elixir.
Foralltheirquirks,especially
their political peculiarities, the
French are a good people that
tend to possess simple common
sense. Perhaps it's part of la joie
de vivre.
Recently,
though,
the
French Ministry of Health
did something horrifying and
completely opposed to common
sense.
They've started a campaign
against le bisou, the traditional
French cheek-to-cheek greeting,
as it may spread the swine flu.
Swine flu from air kissing?
Amusing. Students are being
told to end the practice; in lieu,
they're exchanging heart-shaped
greeting cards.
Frederic
Chapelle,
a
psychiatrist, told Le Parisien,
a popular French newspaper,
that while the ban might seem
excessive, the HINI virus
might end up knocking out "half
the population" of France.
While there has been more
than a quarter-million instances
of swine flue around the world,
only around 3,600 have been
fatal, of which 25 have been
found in France.
We need to put things
in perspective. The swine flu
pandemic has killed fewer people
globally than the amount that die
in the United States annually
from regular flu strains. Real
pandemics, like the Spanish flu
of 1918, kill millions of people.
Hype and hysteria are the
order of the day when it comes
to swine flu,
a misleading
nomenclature that has lead to the
culling of many healthy pigs.
Just like Avian Bird Flu
before it, H1N1 has everyone
rushing, at the government's
urging, to inject themselves
with
potentially
dangerous
experimental vaccines.
New strains of the flu are a
fact of life. Viruses mutate and
humans adapt to cope with these
new strains. We cannot prevent
this normal evolutionary process.
Rather than rush to stock up on
ridiculous looking masks, jab
needles into our arms or rub dirt
into our hands with alcoholic
sanitizers, we should stop and
use common sense.
Soap and water, covering
your mouth with a tissue, and
staying home when ill and eating
chicken soup will do more to
save lives than any hyped up
solution, especially from the
government.
Let's not abandon French
cultural patrimony over silly
paranoia.

USD's latest scheme to alleviate
parking woes expands the options for
students who just can't stand to make
countless 15 mph laps around campus.
The 10 parking meters, located on the
north side of the University Center, each
have a two-hour time limit, which will
cause the spaces to turn over quickly and
allow a number of people to enjoy their
convenient location each day. The spaces
provide a superior option for students
who have brief business on campus and
would prefer to park in close proximity
to university services and classrooms.
While the spaces are reasonably
priced at just one dollar per hour, they
nevertheless offer a monetary incentive
to seek parking further away. Those who
are early for class, in the mood for a
long walk or who don't mind using the
tram will be more likely to skip the fees
and park elsewhere. This will leave the
spaces vacant for students who are late
to class, not in the mood to walk or who
don't enjoy using campus trams. Students
who think that the convenient location is
worth the extra money will utilize the
spaces. Those who don't, won't.
According to Parking Services
Manager Wajma Shams, the metered
spots have not replaced any traditional
faculty or student spaces. The USD
community has lost nothing in the deal.
In fact, administrators plan to pay for the meters with the money they
generate, so those who choose not to utilize the spaces won't have to
worry that they are somehow "paying" for the new option. "It [the meter
solution] is not coming out of anyone's budget or any student's tuition,"
Shams said.
Students with restricted permits will rejoice to know that the meters
are accessible to all. Commuters who purchase fringe parking passes
or residents whose designated parking areas are far from the heart of
campus will now have an option for those days when their business is
brief and their walking shoes are missing. The only problem - the spaces
are too few in number. With only 10 available at a given time, the spaces
are sure to fill up quickly during peak parking hours.
For those who aren't lucky enough to snag one of these twodollar parking gems, there are still some tried and true options.
According to Shams, students who are frustrated with parking should
remember to check the west parking structure, which has an average
of 400 empty spaces at any given time. "There is a hidden gem on
the west side of campus. It's called the west parking structure,"
she said. "Go, check it out, park there and get to class on time!"

Si

JACLYN KURTELA
fillFST

WRITFR

"I just parked at the parking meter
on campus! Woohoo!" If this was your
Facebook status update, I'd notify
Facebook to hurry up with that "thumbs
down" application. I'd also be really
embarrassed that one would manage to be
that lazy to walk to class. Could this be
the future for USD students? Can we try
to justify what our campus is becoming?
TVs in the new Student Life
Pavilion? Love it. But, I'll just trust that
you won't cut off your finger and leave it
in the chili.
Hand sanitizer in all buildings? I'm
guilty of using them. I definitely don't
want to be quarantined for the swine flu.
New labs, higher tuition, air
conditioning in Camino and Founders
(oops, I lied), freshly cut grass, waxed
floors, fancy stairs and our newly planted
parking meters in the back of the UC.
So, as we become new and improved,
upscale, unique and squeaky clean,
these new parking meters will help us be
economically efficient?
Yes, there is a demand for more
parking spots. But, this is the outcome
of inefficient parking planning from the
gitgo.
Parking Services Manager Wajma
Shams
comments that "the main purpose
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
of the meters is for constant turnover of
vehicles in this prime location."
What isn't a prime parking location? Every parking spot is prime.
I get butterflies in my stomach seeing someone leave a spot in front of
Camino or Founders. If the main purpose for parking meters are for
constant turnover of vehicles in "prime locations," who gets to decide
what's prime? And, why on earth don't we have them everywhere?
If we're going to be economically efficient, then why don't we
really be economically efficient? Instead of paying a ridiculous a mount
of money for a parking pass, we should all go and get rolls of quarters
and have a parking meter party on campus.
In the end, the campus is constantly changing. Some things are going
to work and some things simply are not. Luckily, these parking meters
are not paid for with student tuition and they're on a 90-day trial.
What if one really smart student parks there all day long? It could
be easy to sneak a bathroom break and add two dollars to the meter
every couple of hours. Is there a limit as to how many times you can
pay? Can you be banned from the parking meter if you hog it? I guess
we'll have to wait and see.
You definitely can't slide your campus cash card, so keep your
piggy bank in your console and put in your two cents, literally.

Federal Loan Forgiveness Programs

obamacare

How to start getting out of debt right out of school

JULIE CEPEDA
.STAFF WRITFR

I think most of us would agree
that college is expensive. With
room and board, books, supplies
and tuition, scholarships and
grants just aren't going to cut it for
a lot of students. In turn, we must
look to another source of funding:
student loans. Sure, they're easy
the first couple of years. Just name
your amount,sign a few papers and
go on with your life. For seniors,
repayment is around the corner.
Fortunately, the government has
a loan forgiveness program. There
may be a catch, but I still think it's
worth looking into.
The Public Service Loan
Forgiveness Program aims to
encourage people to accept and
keep public service positions.
After 120 payments over 10
years while employed in a public
service position, your slate is
wiped clean. No more federal loan
debt! 10 years is a long time, but if
you're already considering joining
the military or becoming a law
enforcement officer, this could be

the advantageous arrangement.
If you're contemplating a
teaching career, why not consider
the public school system? If you
love children and are still unsure
of what to do with life after
college, consider a career in early
childhood education. Or, if you
want to better yourself by helping
others, why not take a position
with a non-profit organization?
These are just a handful
of career opportunities. There
are many more out there that
can enrich your life, giving you
the opportunity to do good while
eliminating your debt. They
may not be glamorous jobs, nor
high paying, but they are still
rewarding.
I believe that we are all
helpful, considerate, good people.
Likewise, I believe that most
everyone is looking to get more
out of a career than simply a big
paycheck.
So,
if
graduation
is
approaching quicker than you'd
like and you have quite a few
student loans under your belt, I
would encourage you to consider

looking into the Public Service
Loan Forgiveness Program.
Give back to your community
and before you know it, you'll
be reaping the benefits, both
financially and otherwise..
For more information, be
sure to visit: studentaid.ed.gov

The Vista encourages letters to the
editor and commentary from students,
faculty, staff, administration and com
munity members.
Letters and commentaries should be
sent to letters@usdvista.com. They
will go directly to the editor-in-chief
and the opinion editor.
Letters and commentary should be
limited to 300 words, must include
a writer's name and phone number
(for verification) and are subject to
eduting for length and clarity. Please
include your year in school. The
Vista does not publish anonymous
letters, those addressed to a third
party or letters in poor taste.

LIZ CROSBY

STAFF WRITER

Barack Obama and health
care seem to be the two topics that
we're all trying to avoid on first
dates right now. Everyone seems
to be divided in regards to the
issue, even among Democrats.
Obama boasted about change
in his presidential campaign, but
are we ready for this much change?
Like all of his predecessors who
pushed for healthcare reform,
Obama's popularity is beginning
to diminish in recent polls. Still,
one thing is abundantly clear: our
healthcare system is in dire need
of a makeover.
Obama's persistence in this
domestic issue is very enduring.
He claims he'll be able to ensure
that every American will receive
universal healthcare by the end of
his first term.
The prospect of universal
health care sounds like a wonderful
idea at first glance, but the plan

See OBAMA, page 9
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Body Image
THEODORA VALOVSKA
SCIFNCF ft HFAITH
There's a huge elephant
in the middle of the campus.
It's never really talked about,
but Torero guys and gals tend
to have a certain look. It's not
just about Gucci glasses or the
Prada bag. The USD look is
more about conforming to an
acceptable body image.
Our girls are "in shape,"
meaning skinny and the guys
are buff. Everyone maintains
that beach bod to keep up with
San Diego's year-round beach
weather. Most play a sport, go
running or work out. There are
only a handful of obese stu
dents at USD.
Websites such as Princetonreview.com and Collegeprowler.com, say "students
find that the girls [at USD] are
generally blonde and beautiful
and have impossible figures.
Those that aren't blonde are
nearly all drop-dead gorgeous,
and being not blonde, stand
out even more." But what are
the consequences of attending
a school where everyone is ex
pected to be beautiful?
Personally, whenever I
return to USD, I feel pressured
to look better, be skinnier and
somehow magically acquire
perfectly coiffed hair. "When
ever I return to school I start to
worry more about how much I
work out. I'm more self con
scious...," junior Alana Calise
said.
Suzy Skarulis, a transfer
student who's new to USD,
can even pick up on the USD
"look." "Girls are your typical
Southern Cali hotties: blondes,
boob jobs and skinny. It's the
ideal look," she said.
Ali Dressel, junior, said, "I
don't understand how girls look
so perfect all of the time..."
This is a problem. Focus
ing too much on a certain look,
that certain ideal Skarulis refers
to, can lead to eating disorders.
"It's not a verbalized
pressure. It's more of a psy
chological criteria to look a
certain way," said senior Nick
Becerra.
It's true. No one on campus
will tell you that you're too
fat, but you'll feel a need to
fit in with the crowd. After all,
who wants to be the Michelin
Man among a bunch of Heidi
Klums?
Obsession
with
body
image is dangerous. Many girls
I've spoken with have suffered
from body image related issues
like eating disorders.
I'm no different. I dealt
with exercise bulimia and body
dismorphic disorder. Before
college, I never worried about
my weight, the color of my hair
or the curve of my hips.
I don't know how much of
it can be attributed to this ele
phant in the room, but 1 believe
that the USD ideal has played a
big part in the development of
body image related issues.
Senior Joe Salameh said
that "how you should look at
USD is a preconceived notion."
This proposition carries great
implications.
If you don't look a cer
tain way at USD, then you
won't be considered part of the
crowd. This problem needs to
come to the forefront of campus
issues.
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Melting spoons made from
recycled vegetables. Low-flow
toilets that just can't get the job
done. Collapsing water cups
made from expensive corn
ethanol. And, dude, my hands
are full of plates since you took
away my tray.
Welcome to the greener
University of San Diego, where
being "blue" means suffering
the guilt complex that pervades
the home of privileged Toreros.
After all, we can afford it.
Don't get us wrong. We
love Gaia. Mother Earth is

home to us all. And, we should be
careful to preserve her precious
resources for both our own use
and that of our posterity. But, oh
man, this is ridiculous.
Efforts at USD to help the en
vironment are motivated by good
intentions, but even the best of in
tentions can lead to disastrous, or
at least painful, consequences.
We don't figure there is much
savings in biodegradable utensils,
when you have to use three of
them to get through your steaming
hot soup, obtained, of course, from
the new Student Life Pavilion, or

Ryan Mulvey, Opinion Editor
Ryan Coghill, Arts & Culture Editor
Anne Slagill, News Editor
Morgan Payne, Sports Co-Editor
your spicy Indian Chai Latte from
L' Atelier.
If you flush that low-flow
toilet twice, you end up using as
much water as the old fashioned
type. And, you avoid any embar
rassing situations, unless you
don't mind flushing twice in the
presence of others.
And, to top it all off, we can't
stand those timed lights in the
Vista office, especially in the late
hours of the night when getting the
paper ready to print.
So, what can we do to be ef
fectively green rather than well

intentioned but annoying? For
starters, keep that air condi
tioner working only half-days.
Be sure to turn the lights off
when you're not in a room.
Use both sides of a piece of
paper for scrap printing. And,
don't leave the faucet running
when brushing those pearly
whites.
The little things add up.
If we all make an effort as in
dividuals, we can do more to
help the environmental cause
than suffering a group effort
forced upon us.

New meal
plan system
confusing,
senseless
KAITLYN KORMONDY
GUFST WRITFR

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Students gathered at the new plaza outside the Student Life Pavilion.

SLPing through the cracks

Efforts focus on SLP to the detriment of old stamping grounds
CYNTHIA DUNCAN

GUEST WRITFR
There are
two college
stereotypes out there: cramming
for exams with espresso shots in
hand and getting blasted with a
different type of shot. The first one
is pretty harmless. So, why kick
me out of Aromas at 10:00 PM on
a weekday? The administration
is seemingly fighting
my right
to have a convenient, sociable,
caffeine enabled area in which to
crank out term papers.
Budget cuts across the board
in Dining Services are successfully
herding the student body toward
the sparkling new SLP in a hurry.
When the new espresso bar opened,
I reassured myself that when
given the choice, students would
pick Aromas over a coffee corner
within the SLP monstrosity any
day. Except, there's one problem.
They're not even giving us that
choice.
Aromas is closing at 10:00
PM on weekdays instead of
Midnight; 3:00 PM instead of 4:00
on Fridays; and, on weekends it's
only open for a total of five hours.
Frankly, I'm furious. I study better
with the background noise of

steamers. Aromas isn't merely
another place to munch and get
caffeine in the morning, it's an all
day study haven and social hub.
The enormity of the freshmen
class this past year shows that
getting prospective students to
commit is not a problem; getting
them to stay is proving tricky.
So, when it comes to campus
improvements
and
money
allocation, I see a focus problem.
We have plenty of «wow» factors
already, so rather than creating
a new building that makes
prospective parents giddy, we
should try to take student favorites,
like Aromas, and enhance them.
Trying to change student habits,
instead of enhancing the student
experience, is a misguided and
expensive attempt at creating a
home.
Throwing a location at
the heart of our campus, both
metaphorically and logistically,
by the wayside and in its place,
setting up marble counters, is not
the best plan of attack for building
a community. A few less new flat
screen TVs and we could have
nicer fans, outlets, and couches in
Aromas.
We should take something

like Saturday Night Live at
Aromas and build it up rather than
abandoning it or tossing it to a
shiny new location. Get some arm
chairs and make it feel like a true
coffee house with personality. Get
creative, not extravagant.
Don't get me wrong - there
are great aspects of the new
building. The third and fourth
floors were needed and I cannot
wait to see what work the student
organizations will crank out with
better space. I'm just not sure we
needed much beyond that. New
cooking facilities are great, but
why a smaller eating area? And,
is it necessary for me to feel like
I'm going to a ball every time I go
down the staircase?
Meanwhile,
while
my
beloved Aromas and other favorite
eateries are being sidelined, I'm
conveniently left with no choice
but to head over and experience
"Pavilion" style dining.
The
Student Life Pavillion is getting
full promotion, while the rest of
our dining options seem to be
slipping through the cracks. We
need to start demanding that the
focus return to those of us already
here, rather than on making
prospective students' jaws drop.

To be quite frank, the new
meal plan systems stinks. Not
only is one required to be a minor
in "Dining Services" in order
to understand the differences
between Dining Dollars and
Campus Cash, but every Meal Plan
holder is expected to squeeze into
the Student Life Pavilion between
the hours of 4:30 and 8:00 to enjoy
dinner.
In my experience, it is so
overwhelming and distracting to
have that many students in one
place, that an enjoyable dining
experience is entirely lost. I find
myself unable to read or see
what was being offered at each
station. Meanwhile, I'm forced to
consider the looming lines pouring
out at every angle imaginable.
Likewise,thenew requirement
that all students only use "meals"
for dinner is both impractical
and unfair. Students, especially
upper-classmen and commuters,
tend to spend most of their
time on campus during the day.
Sophomore Emily Fuller says,
"I'm used to using meals at lunch
when I'm actually on campus as
opposed to coming to campus just
for dinner."
Many returning students are
lamenting their choice of having
even purchased a meal plan. It's
a brainlessly constructed plan that
has put them at a disadvantage
for dinner dining options. "I wish
it would have been made clearer
See DINING, page 9

The views expressed in the
Opinion Section are not
necessarily those of The
Vista staff, the University
of San Diego or its student
body.
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Obama faces increasing challenges in healthcare
Opposition heats up while students fear that bipartisanship is dead
OBAMA, continued
as it presently exists would cost
nearly $900 billion over the next
10 years.
With a struggling economy
and an already large deficit, the
financial aspects of his plan do not
sound quite as appealing.
The prospect of becoming a
more socialist country in terms
of the way in which we manage
something as fundamental as
healthcare is also rather daunting
to many.
The astounding rhetoric that
President Obama util izes whenever
he takes the podium seems to
have assuaged some fears. In a
recent speech at a Minneapolis
rally, where 15,000 people had
gathered, he claimed that he was
open to suggestions concerning
healthcare reform from all points
along the political spectrum.
Obama is determined to
succeed where so many before him
have failed. His attempt to better
living conditions for the average
American seems genuine.
How he is going to usher in
reform is rather ambiguous. And,
Sarah Palin's added comments
about "death panels" are also
raising suspicions as to what any
sort of reform will actually entail.
USD senior Brigid Dodge
claimed "it'sjustsimpleeconomics.

9

Better food,
but greater
inconvenience
DINING, continued

44

The political reality is that a bipartisan
health care reform bill is impossible in the
current political climate. Republicans are
unflinching in their opposition to any real
healthcare reform...
}9
ELLIOTT SENCAN (CLASS OF 2011)

If there is a government option that
is offering more care at a lower
price, the big insurance companies
are going to have to do the same
in order to keep up. Competition
is good for us consumers. Plus, if
you like your current insurance,
you don't even have to switch,
so I don't understand why people
are showing up at town meetings
freaking out about it."
Junior Elliott Sencan said
"the political reality is that a
bipartisan
healthcare
reform
bill is impossible in the current
political climate. Republicans are
unflinching in their opposition to
any real healthcare reform that
would benefit us because they
are subsidized and bought by the

healthcare industry. As a result,
real reform is unlikely since
Democrats have been reluctant
to aggressively pursue real
reform, which could be damaging
politically."
It should be interesting to see
how Obama's healthcare plan will
evolve in the months to come,
especially when it is being met
with so much resistance. Taxes
will undoubtedly increase should
it be passed.
This is an occasion that may
not be all too gripping for the
youth of America, but it will most
certainly have a profound effect
upon the way that we live our lives
in the future.
If Obama is so adamant about

reforming healthcare, let's hope
that he does a spectacular job of
it.
Professor Gary Jones, who
teaches biomedical ethics at
USD, thinks it would be best
if we critically analyzed other
healthcare plans in foreign
countries that seem to work
better than ours. By picking and
choosing the things that work for
other nations we could adapt our
own system with only the best
characteristics from others.
The American populace
cannot remain passive during
this volatile period. It is our
responsibility to make sure that
the government is fulfilling its
roleforthecitizensofthiscountry.

that meals could only be used for
brunch aqd dinner," Fuller said.
Mary Cannon, a sophomore,
said that: "It does bother me that
we can only use meals for dinner
and breakfast, however, I do
agree that the quality of food is
better."
There certainly are more
options of better quality, but
the fact remains that the whole
dining process itself is more
inconvenient. For many meal
plan carriers, dinner is most
conveniently enjoyed at home
in the dorms, where kitchens
are adorned with ovens. This
luxury, one that is not shared by
freshmen, allows students to cook
for themselves.
"I was looking forward to
utilizing the kitchen in my Vista,"
sophomore Erin
Karahadian
said, "but now I have to go to the
Student Life Pavilion if I don't
want to waste the meal plan I
purchased."
The question remains - will
USD continue to implement
this same troublesome meal
plan system next year? Or will
the administration revert back?
With so many students feeling
deceived by the school and
looking for change, it seems
USD has some work to do.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
USD alumni slvw iheir Tom spirit at Hamming and Reunion Weekend.

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2009!
Welcome to the USD Alumni Association!
As a USD graduate, you are automatically a member of fie Alumni
Association, a network of over 50,000 alumni in all 50 states and 88
countries around the world! We invite you to stay involved:

Discover What
You're Made Of!

NOW OPEN
Limited Engagement
Special pricing for students and groups.
Call 877.946.7797.

• Attend alumni events and activities
• Network online in the Torero Network
• Access free alumni benefits
USD alumni share their experiences with students at
student-alumni networking events.

http^/alumni.sandiego.eclu

SAN DIEGO NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
www.sdnhm.org
www.bodyworlds.com
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Getting from the Student Life Pavilion to Copley Library may be a
breeze, but arriving to Mission Beach from campus can be quite complex.

aiai

Since GPS systems sometimes fail, it is helpful to learn your own way around
•

LA JOLLA

San Diego. Below is a special map of San Diego with roads and highways

La Jolla Shores is considered the 'upscale" beach of
San Difego. p^ith its innovative eatefiqkiahdrichie; boutiques,
La Jolla is asgreat place to spend a Saturday afternoon. After
dining and shopping, be sure to take a stroll across the beach
and try to spot some adorable sea creatures. La Jolla is the
quintessential beach oasis, which provides a perfect escape
from the fast-paced life in downtown San Diego.

that a USD student must know in order to get around town. Follow this
guide and in no time you will be adding "The 5" and "The 8 to your
daily vocabulary. With a greater sense of direction your adventures
1-5: RUNS
SOUTH

NORTH

TO

can only grow. Once you make it to La Jolla, you can set your sights
on Los Angeles and beyond.

k

SEA WORLD
DOWNTOWN

LINDA VISTA-

FRIARS RD.

THIS WAYTO: JAMBA JUICE, FIJI YOGURT, USD
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YOU ARE HERE

THIS WAYTO: FASHION VALLEY, RALPH'S GROCERY STORE,TARGET

PACIFIC BEACH

%

X

Just a bike ride away from Mission Beach, many
upperclassmen call this beach area home. With plenty
of budget-friendly shops, it is an upbeat place to pick up
accessories MlEllSl add a unique flair to a mundane
wardrobe. Spend some time on Garnet St. and then head
straight to the beach to get a nice glow. Home to some of San
Diego's eccentric population. Pacific Beach is anything but
boring.
sat? \ S«iPeft
Y

MISSION BEAC

[-8: RUNS EASTTO WEST

GASLAMP
DISTRICT

BALBOA PARK
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To many Mission Beach is the unofficial
Since many students live along Mission Blvd, they can be
spotted in groups along the boardwalk on any given day. Be
sure to take time to enjoy more than just the sand. Capri Pizza,
a quick ride on the roller coaster and a bonfire night with
friends are keys to the USD experience.
f sK;-

\m:
ii
BALBOA PARK
Although Balboa Park is well known, students often fail to take
advantage of one of the greatest parks in the world. Whether you
are into art or astrology, Balboa Park is sure to have something
for you. Mark your calendars for Earth Fair at Balboa Park this
(Si)
spring.

SAN DIEGO
INTERNATIOAL
AIRPORT

GASLAMP DISTRICT

N
W<

TIJUANA, MX

Home to Petco Stadium, world cuisine dining and a
variety of shops, downtown San Diego is hip and happening.
For a relaxing night in the city, stop at Urban Outfitters before
grabbing a bite to eat at an Indian restaurant. Finish the night
out at the Reading Cinemas Gaslamp 15 theater where you will
feel transformed into a 1920s movie premiere thanks to the
spiral staircase and red velvet carpet. And don't forget to stop by
Ghirardelli Chocolate on 5th. I f you are in the mood for a more
exciting night downtown, hit up Stingaree or stop by the new Ivy
Hotel.
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Welcome back, USD!

zpizza is the home of

artisan pizzas, saiadsf
sandwiches and pastas

serving the USD community
at our restaurant just down

the hiii and delivery aif day
X p i X Z Q

September USD
Specials
MO deiryer/ fees 1o campus

(minimum order 315)

New menu Items:
•VEGAN zpizza now available

•Expanded GLUTEN-FREE |BF) menu

•GF BONELESS CHICKEN WINGS
available 9/22

FREE small salad w/XL pizza

zpizza Linda Vista/USD

PJ5 LUNCH (11 -3}

Located in The Village at Motena Vi&ia

paste and sandwich
specials (dine-in only)

CATERING starts at 55(person
All day Monday:
Buy one gluten-free zpizza
and get the second for $5
All day Tuesday.
Buy one Large or XL zpizza
and get the second for $5

zpizza will DONATE 20%
of all revenue for
USD fund raising events
held at zpizza

5175 Linda Vista Road
San Diego, CA 92110

(619) 272-0022
Online ordering at

wwwzQizzaxom

Sunday - Thursday: 11 - 9
Friday/Saturday: 11 - 1 0

Delivery available aif day
zpizza caters and fundmises for
USD student organizations
Check out great deals at
twite.r,comfzpizza_sd'3

WELCOME TO ALL NEW AND RETURNING USD STUDENTS!

Enroll In MILITARY SCIENCE! Find out more about LEADERSHIP, OFTICEHSHIP
and SCBOLAPSHIPSI
Call 61P-26O-7920, email: warnold*s«ndl<Hjo,e<Hn
:*t«S A5 W',' A1 n(hfc*

ARTS & CULTURE
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Somber at Soma

tYAN COGHI
MC FDITOR
I went to see The Mars Volta
on Friday, September 4th. A good
friend of mine, who has seen The
Mars Volta nine times, has contin
ually attempted to sway me into
seeing them. So when the tickets
fell into my hands, I was stoked
beyond belief. Until that moment,
I was thinking it would just be
another Friday night in Mission
Beach avoiding the boys in blue.
Now I actually had something to
look forward to.
Ticketmaster informed me
that the doors were to open at 8
p.m. One would assume that if
the doors open at 8, the head liner
would go on within the next hour
and a half, and only after the open
ing act. Well, when one assumes...
you get the picture. We arrived at 9
p.m. and The Mars Volta had been
playing for about 45 minutes. I
cannot say I was very pleased.
Missing the first half of a
performance is always a downer
and makes you feel like you need

to make it to the front to harness
the energy from the crowd. The
problem was that once we finally
entered the venue, the crowd was
dead. After five minutes of watch
ing them play I began to feel the
sweat dripping down my neck.
Normally I would not mind this
at a show, as that is completely
part of the experience of rocking
out and getting dirty, but then my
fjiend turned to me and remarked
on how hot it was inside.
I finally
began to realize
there was something different
about this show. The difference
was that the sound just flat-out
sucked. If I can have a conver
sation with the person next to me
without yelling or smacking them
on the back to get their attention,
then the music is definitely not
loud enough. I don't know about
you,- but when I go to a rock show,
I do not even want to hear myself
think. I want my ears to hurt when
1 leave. I want to have a headache
the next morning. 1 want to feel
the bass line rattle in the soles of
my shoes.
1 could not dance that night.
I am not sure anyone could. I did
not even see one trippy hippie
spinning around trying to grasp
reality. If there was even one ca
pable of doing so, I am sure he
realized the dead vibe as quickly

THEMARSVOLTA.COM

as I did.
I am really not trying to bag
on the sound crew at Soma, even
though 1 am making a point that I
failed to enjoy myself due to the
horrible sound. Maybe the venue
wasn't at fault. Maybe The Mars
Volta was trying something differ
ent that particular night, a softer
more somber psychedelic sound
(yeah, right). 1 do know that I was

not the only one who felt let down
by the performance. During the
last song of the set, "The Widow,"
I heard a man walk by and remark,
"F***ing disappointing."
This show has not in any way
affected my perception on The
Mars Volta. I still believe they are
a talented group of musicians who
have created an innovative psy
chedelic sound that no one has yet

to top or even come close. Their
sound is still as new and fresh as
it ever was. I am not sure who to
blame for the show was close to
terrible. Maybe I needed to be
there from the very beginning in
order to gain the full experience,
but maybe the lack of sound just
ruined it. Either way, someone is
at fault for depriving me of a po
tentially awesome show.

Aquabats facilitate teenage nostalgia at the Glass House
LORI MILLSLAGLE

STAFF WRITER

Last Friday 1 made the pilgrim
age to the Glasshouse in Pomona to
see the Aquabats, the Assorted Jelly
Beans and the Action Design. I lis
tened to these bands all throughout
my teenage years and wanted to see
them play live, mainly for the bit
tersweet nostalgia and sentimental
value they promised.
After the two-hour drive to
Pomona, I entered the Glass House
for the first time. The hot muggy air
outside was amplified to an almost
unbearable level inside the twostory concert hall.
After the opener, the first band
to play was the Assorted Jelly Beans,
a punk band with anthems like "8th
Grade Nerd" and "Doobage". They
stopped making music in 1999, but
recently returned to the scene and
are still strutting their stuff. True to
their genre, at one point the singer
shouted, "Suck it... 1 mean thank
you!" Their infectiously energetic
stage presence, coupled with the
crazies that the Aquabats draw to
shows, inspired not only a moshing
conga line, but also a moshing dad
with his daughter perched on his
shoulders.
After the ASJ finished,
the
Action Design took the stage. This
band is an evolved version of the old
punk band Tsunami Bomb, contain
ing some old members and a more
mature sound. The lead vocalist,
once known as Agent M, has since
swapped her tattered t-shirts for
more womanly fashions and now
refers to herself as Emily. Their so
phisticated sound and well-dressed
band proved disastrous with the
juvenile Aquabats fans who heartedly booed and haggled the Action
Design until they finished their set.
Before I talk about their set,
I want to explain some things
about the Aquabats. First of all,
their songs are very G-rated. They
have hits like "Nerd Alert" and
"Pizza Day," which draw a young

audience. The entire band plays
in costume and the lead singer
is known as the "MC Bat Com
mander." The Bat Commander also
blacks out a front tooth and draws
on a moustache for shows. This
is probably why there were more
people wearing capes than RVCA
shirts and why the band sold masks
at their merchandise booth. Seeing
the Aquabats is like seeing a comic
book come to life. Few bands have
established such a devoted follow
ing like the Aquabats have.
With that being said, their

show was amazing. Between the
Acton Design and the Aquabats, 1
started to remember why I traded
my punk shows for electro shows.
The crowd was reminding me
of summer camp with their non
sensical chants, the homemade
costumes, and the general aura of
make believe. I was almost ready
to leave when the Aquabats finally
came out. At first I couldn't see the
band over everyone's Aquabats
gang signs, but the crowd quickly
turned into a sea of energy. I was
slammed against my peers and

kicked in the head by crowd surfers,
but didn't care because 1 listened to
these songs on my Sony Discman
when I still had braces and sported
a sewn on patch upon the sleeve of
my jacket. Likewise, I was charmed
by their stage antics. 1 was simulta
neously disgusted and fascinated
when someone dressed as a giant
chicken threw chicken nuggets
into the crowd for the song "Magic
Chicken." A masked villain then
after captured the chicken. Their
catchy ska sound makes you forget
that they are singing about girl

friends made out of sand and being
a winner. For the finale, they played
a crowd favorite: "Pool Party." For
the occasion they distributed pool
toys to the audience. Crowd surf
ers now cruised over the mess of
people with pool floaties around
their arms. The show was phenom
enal. I left exhausted and sweaty
with my ears ringing. Some have
said punk is dead. However, I will
not be putting away my Common
Rider t-shirt quite yet and you can
be sure to find me at the upcoming
punk and ska shows.

NITRORECORDS.COM

The Aquabats performed with the Assorted Jelly Beans and the Action Design on Saturday.
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Designer purses:
Waste of money? Or worth the splurge?
VICTORIA FANTOZZI

STAFF WR1TFR
In a world where there is actu
ally a three-year long waiting list
to purchase a handbag that costs
more than a car ($14,000-$65,000)
how do you draw the line between
a harmless splurge and pure insan
ity?
According to The Guardian
Newspaper, The Hermes Birkin,
named after actress Jane Birkin, is
available in a variety of leathers,
ranging from crocodile to ostrich.
The bag is the creme de la creme
of the Hermes family, and holds
a much-elevated status to its pre
decessor, the Kelly bag (paling
in comparison at a mere $4,000$7,000).
I never understood the value
of shelling out big bucks for a
purse. As a high school student,
my handbags came from Target—
maybe Hollister if 1 was feeling
fancy. When I received my first
designer purse, a Louis Vuitton,
for Christmas my senior year, I
was less than thrilled—actually,
a tad disappointed to be quite
honest. Purses meant nothing to
me. I would have rather had some
thing much more useful for the
money. It wasn't until a year later
when I had graduated high school,
traveled to Europe and earned

some A's in college, that I fell in
love with my first Chanel bag.
The feeling you have when you
are the owner of a designer hand
bag is nearly indescribable. The
way the leather feels in your hands,
the immaculate interior, the bright
and shiny clasp, the way the bag
sags to the utmost perfect amount
when elegantly placed on your
shoulder—it's not just an item.
It's a feeling, it's an emotion, it's
a lifestyle.
No matter what your cur
rent mood, the bag will always
complement you in the most flat
tering of ways. Whether you're
feeling fat, tired, having a bad
hair day or forgot your favorite
lipstick, the bag pays no mind nor
matter. It is the one item that will
always look impeccable, and can
turn an ensemble from shabby to
chic just by being placed on your
shoulder. It is not your favorite
pair of jeans, the likes of which
fluctuate according to every ounce
on your body gained or lost. The
bag is independent of you and it
acts alone.
While I don't advocate exces
sive spending or materialism,especially in this economy, I do
believe a girl should invest in 1-3
designer bags in her lifetime. They
are timeless, and if well taken care
of, will transcend the years and
still be in style when you are 40

years old.
If possible, it is smart to
purchase two bags; a small, chic
bag or clutch for a night out, and
a large, carry-all bag for the day.
However, when purchasing such a
bag, it is important to steer clear
of current trends. That bright pink
feathered tote that graces half the
pages of Vogue may be all the
rage now, but I guarantee when
the season is over, that bag will
be as forgotten as last semester's

calculus class.
Classic, neutral colors and sim
pler styles tend to be good qualities
to look for in an expensive bag. It
also might be helpful to choose
a bag from the designer's "clas
sic" collection (bags made every
season), rather than from the cur
rent seasonal collection, which are
only made that particular season
and never again.
In the meantime, add your
name to the Hermes waiting list.

After all, who knows what will
happen by the time they get to
your name?
But then again, maybe the
Birkin is better left on its skyhigh pedestal, where it remains
a symbol of the unattainable for
its avid admirers, humbling us to
what we're actually able to obtain,
while at the same time motivating
us to constantly achieve more.

Mason Jennings on his beginnings, his influences
and the "Blood of Man"
NICK PETERSON

GUEST WRITER
Indie folk star Mason Jennings
arrives to San Diego this week,
with consecutive performances at
Solana Beach's Belly Up tavern
this Tuesday and Wednesday.
Touring on the debut of this sum
mer's "Blood of Man" LP release,
Jennings makes a pit stop to the
region with opening act Crash
Kings.
Before the Sept. 15th and 16th
shows, he shared his insight on
finding musical success in Min
neapolis, the road since then,
Bob Dylan and his new album.
Jennings' career roots trace back
to Minneapolis, where he moved
after dropping out of high school
at age 16. Born in Hawaii, Jen
nings grew up in Pittsburgh before
heading west to the Twin Cities.
"I was traveling and came here
for the first time. I just fell in love
with it and felt totally at home. I
had been a lot of places and this
was the one place that I always
felt I could totally relax. It was a
great fit for me."
Growing up with heavy metal
influences and as a self-confessed
Led Zeppelin fan, Jennings began
playing guitar at the age of 13.
His 1997 self-titled debut album
was entirely self-produced and
recorded in the living room of his
apartment with a four track.
"I was doing what I loved. I

wasn't really thinking about other
people hearing what I was doing
so much as making music that was
moving to myself. [Music] wasn't
really working for years, but I was
doing it for myself. Then one day
things started to click and people
started coming to the show."
With the addition of several
other musicians, The Mason Jen
nings Band was formed and began
drawing crowds in Minneapolis.
Without a record label's support,
Jennings' first two albums shipped
over 30,000 copies. Several
albums and tens of thousands of
fans later, Jennings released the
critically acclaimed "Use Your
Voice" in 2004.
Shortly thereafter, Modest
Mouse front man Isaac Brock's
Glacial Pace label signed Jennings
for the 2006 "In the Ever Album."
While that label relationship did
not work out, Jennings met Jack
Johnson at an outdoor show in
Minnesota, which lead to a deal
with Johnson's Brushfire record
label.
"We were doing a college show
in the middle of Minnesota. I
played before him, we both liked
each other's music and we hit it
off. Then we started to tour to
gether."
Along the way, Jennings was
involved with several film projects
that spread his music to wider
audiences. Connections through
Johnson landed his music on the

surf film "Shelter."
"I had been friends with Jack
Johnson for a while. He just hap
pened to hook me up having some
songs in that movie. I hadn't heard
about the movie and had no idea
what I was getting into. But the
movie is so good and so many
people heard my music through it.
It was totally unexpected."
Jennings' surfing ties continued
through 2009, as his single "Sun
light" was released on iTunes as a
fundraiser for the Surfrider Foun
dation. The venture lead him to
beaches across the US-including
Seattle, Los Angeles, Florida and
Maine, for cleanup programs. For
the record, Jennings noted laugh
ingly he does not surf.
In 2007, Todd Haynes invited
Jennings to join in on "I'm Not
There," a biopic on Bob Dylan.
Jennings performed "Blowin in the
Wind" and "The Lonesome Death
of Hattie Carroll," which Christian
Bale lip-synched in the film.
"Todd Haynes got in touch with
me. He said he had been listening
to my record 'Boneclouds,' and
wanted me to be a part of the film.
It was a really specific part what
they wanted, so I couldn't just to
tally reinvent the song, but it was
really fun to do it. And I got to meet
Heath Ledger. I felt very fortunate
to meet him before he died."
As one of the prominent musi
cians of the folk genre in the last
decade, Jennings has drawn a con

siderable amount of Dylan com
parisons. However, he brushed off
taking the comparisons too seri
ously. "I don't really think about
it too much. I love his music, and
that's cool to hear about it." Inter
estingly enough, Jennings did not
hear Dylan's music until he was 20
years old.
"We might have listened to the
same music a lot. But I had played
for years before [hearing Dylan].
I came up more through Heavy
Metal. Then I started following
in love with really old recordings
with country blues singers. When
I heard [Dylan] for the first time I
was like, 'Whoa, this guy's on the
same tip that I am."'
Consistently choosing creativ
ity over cash, Jennings' career
path has been devoid of major
label support. The move to Jack
Johnson's Brushfire label kept
consistent with the trend. Jennings
reiterated his personal priority of
authenticity in music and also his
excitement about the develop
ments music production has made
in the past decade.
"The spirit of the recording is
what matters. The feeling that you
get from the recording is going
to be the only thing that matters.
Everyone can make their record
ings at home. It comes down to,
'is the song moving?' and 'does
the singer mean it or not?' It's a
pretty exciting time...I'm very
excited about the way [music]

is headed. When I first came up,
it was really hard to have people
hear about your music. I'd be put
ting up fliers all over the city and
stuff like that. And now you get a
good word of mouth through your
friends on MySpace or Facebook
and everybody can hear a song
instantly on their computer. With a
good song, if people dig it, it can
just take off."
Jennings'
eleventh
album,
"Blood of Man" was released this
summer on Brushfire Records. For
the recording process, Jennings
holed up at home in the Woods near
Minneapolis and took a different
approach to the recording process.
"This time, I definitely took a
lot more time off the road than I'd
ever taken. I got the whole winter
off. And I just tried to get very free
and express myself for fun and for
my own sake, not knowing any
body would hear these recordings.
It was a really enjoyable process.
Then I listened back to all the songs
and said, 'I think I actually have a
record here. I don't think I need
to redo these. It feels really good
to me.' But at the end of the day,
1 didn't want to redo them. They
had the raw feeling that I really
love and they felt like they were
recorded right when I wrote them
and got inspired. It felt weird to
reenact them and try to make them
cleaner. I don't really like that with
my music, I don't want it too clean
or enacted."
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Bearing Exquisite Witness
TRACE YANG
GUEST WRITFR

Jennifer Freeman stares at a
print out stuck to the cabinet of
her colleague's office. It shows
a woman in the center. A beauti
fully colored scarf covers all of
her head with the exception of her
soft, melancholy eyes. Behind her
bellows a mushroom cloud of grey
smoke on the backdrop of barren
earth.
It is a painting by Stephanie
Goldman, something that Jen
nifer has eagerly awaited upon
arrival. Settling back in her own
office, Jennifer is the picture of
complacency as she watches her
work-study approach her desk to
ask a question before quickly exit
ing. No one wanted to take up too
much of her time; the other night
her 4-year-old had begun teeth
ing. That is only one of the many
events in her workload this month.
On top of being a mother, Jennifer
is a peace writer for the Women
Peacemakers Program. This year
she will be partnered with a peace
maker from the Nuba Mountain
region of Sudan. Upon her arrival
and two-month stay, Jennifer will
be interviewing the woman me
diator and eventually publishing
a narrative about the woman's
struggle and success of front line
peace work in Sudan.
Jennifer looks down to her cal
ender and her eye catches the day

of September 24th. It earns a great
smile that is full of excitement and
anticipation; Jennifer has reason to
be. This year she is also an event
coordinator for Bearing Exquisite
Witness, a three-day art festival
that is to of art to heal and prevent
conflicts between different cul
tures and communities.
Starting Thursday, September
24th, the Institute for Peace and
Justice will be housing the public
art festival, showcasing the works
of several visual artists, musicians,
filmmakers and playwrights that
have used their creative expression
to advocate for human rights and
raise awareness of social injustice.
Workshops will focus on the use of
art in the healing of female victims
and highlight the work of women
peacemakers who use artistic
methods like drama and visual art
in order to bring perspective to
conflicting communities.
On opening night the award
winning Belarus Free theatre will
be performing their one-hour nonfiction play, Discover Love, in the
Peace and Justice theatre.The story
revolves around the struggles of a
wife in Belarus after her husband
has been kidnapped and murdered
due to his political affiliation. The
theatre performs and rehearses in
secret, protecting against enforced
disappearances in Belarus, as well
as around the world, telling a story
that had been a close reality for all

of them.
Playwrights Catherine Filloux
and Eric Ehn will be showcasing
their works as well. Filloux will
be showcasing her play, Silence
of God, and Ehn will be showcas
ing his play, Maria Kitito, a story
about a Rwandan nun responsible
for orchestrating genocide. Both
Playwrights will be present for
audience discussion and will be
speaking in various workshops
including "The Use of Arts in
Trauma Healing" and "The Link
Between the Arts and Conflict
Prevention".
With all the differences that
separate all people in the world,
art is the unifying mode of ex
pression that always manages to
bring cultures together. For three
days, Bearing Exquisite Witness
will be turning the walls of the
Peace and Justice building into
a great display of artistic expres
sion, celebrating a unifying goal
for the prevention of violence and
oppression. In its best form, art is
meant to captivate and entertain,
but more importantly it is meant to
enlighten individuals in a way that
no other academic discipline can.
All events are free and open to
the public. However, participants
must register online in order to
attend workshops. Registration,
the schedule and other informa
tion is available on line at peace.
sandiego.edu.

Jenny Lewis makes guest appearance at Street Scene
Lewis sings Rilo Kiley hit with Conor Oberst and the Mystic Valley Band
KAITLIN PERRY
ASSOCIATF FDITOR

On the last weekend of summer
I treated myself to San Diego's
most exciting musical endeavor,
Street Scene. The lineup was in
credible and included musicians
that had headlined both Coachella
and Outside Lands. I had received
the fantastic news that I could
move into my new house early
and would be in town for the fes
tival (which I had free tickets to,
yeeeuh). Needless to say, fall '09
was off to a good start.
The only downside of music
festivals is not being 21 when your
friends are. My 22-year-old friend
that accompanied me ran into his
of age friend and they decided to
spend a few minutes in the beer
garden while my sister and 1 sat
on a curb. In the background we
heard Conor Oberst and the Mystic
Valley Band.
In my opinion, this is the most
unappealing side project Oberst
has ever been a part of. 1 think it's
boring and considerably less cre
ative than Bright Eyes. I had no in
terest in seeing their performance
so I didn't really mind waiting for
my drunky friends to chug their 7
dollar light beers and meet me in
10.
As soon as they finished we
made our way to Chromeo, whose

performance was danceable but
not as exciting as I had hoped. But
that's what usually happens when
DJs play festivals. The crowd's
not as amped and people usually
leave halfway through, which is
exactly what we did.
At that point Conor Oberst had
finished and we made our way to
Cake,, which is a show I'm proud
to say I was able to see in my life
time. The rest of the night went
off without a hitch. I got to see
Modest Mouse for the fifth time
and they were so incredible that
it was heartbreaking. I literally
felt like I had fallen into the most
moving love affair with a guy who
wasn't crazy. Though I suppose
Isaac Brock is kinda crazy....and
so is their music. ..but nonetheless
the'feelings had been evoked.
The night ended pretty crazily, as any night would when
you spend a drunken half hour on
a trolley. But there is a catch, as
all good things are too good to be
true.
As 1 sat on the curb, jealous
of the beer being imbibed-within
the garden, I had no idea that my
idol, the beautiful and talented
Jenny Le\yis, lead singer of Rilo
Kiley and the creative genius that
created songs like "You Are What
You Love" and "Acid Tongue,"
the only musician whose albums
I actually purchase, made a guest

appearance during Conor Oberst
and the Mystic Valley Band's
performance and sang one of my
absolute favorite songs by Rilo
Kiley, "Portions for Foxes"...with
Conor Oberst.
You know that feeling you get
when something you love dies or
breaks? That's the feeling I had
when I watched the YouTube
video of the performance. It was
surprisingly familiar to the feeling

I had when my beloved leather
jacket was stolen, however I was
able to get that back.
Lewis looked super cute and
Oberst's vocals were surprisingly
complementary to an upbeat song
about being bad news because you
can't help but sleep with some
one because you're lonely. As I
write this column and look at my
Jenny Lewis' steel environmen
tally friendly water bottle that has

a cowboy raying "hot damn" on
it, I feel like crying. Jenny Lewis
at Coachella was one of the most
beautiful and happy shows I've
ever seen, and to know that I
missed an opportunity to feel that
happy again breaks my heart.
So the next time J.Lew is in
town, I refuse to let a beer garden
and my own snooty judgment of
music keep me away.
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Dinner Deal
SPENCER HAYES
Staff Writer

World Famous restaurant, lo
cated at 711 Pacific Beach Drive
in Pacific Beach, has been offer
ing a scrumptious dinner deal on
Tuesdays.. Once thought to be a
myth, Taco Tuesday has become a
reality, with this wonderful restau
rant offering cheap shrimp tacos
every Tuesday.
With its ocean front property,
World Famous is a beach style
restaurant with a very relaxed
vibe. Inside the doors one can find
people in all walks of life, from
passing tourists to mission beach
locals, and, of course, the college
patron looking to enjoy some
cheap grinds.
For only a buck apiece, you

are bound to get a full belly on an
empty budget. Though they offer
any type of dish, including classic
hamburgers and elegant steak din
ners, the Tuesday specialty is the
shrimp taco. The tacos are deli
cious and extremely filling, with
their beer battered shrimp encased
within your choice of a flour or
corn tortilla, topped with shred
ded cabbage, carrots and a tangy
sauce.
Taco Tuesday has been a
penny pinching savior, providing
a relief from my cheap Albertsons
pasta diet.
The lines can be long, so it is
recommended to show up early,
around 5 p.m., or to arrive fash
ionably late around 8:30 p.m., and
avoid being sent to the waiting list
for a table.

WRITE FOR THE VISTA!
Writers' meetings every
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in
SLR 403 B
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Another strangely delightful film by Tarantino
LORI MILLSLAGLE
STAFF WRITFR

It's easy to forget that Quentin
Tarantino has directed less than a
dozen films. Everytime I watch
one I-think it's my favorite, but
"Inglorious Basterds" has actually
become my favorite.
Like prior Tarantino films, "Inglourious Basterds" relies heavily
on its dialogue and over-the-top
violence. However unlike his
more recent films, "Inglourious
Basterds" is much more balanced,
often alternating the witty banter
and cringe-worthy gore, which in
turn keeps the audience engaged
for the entire 153 minutes of run
time.
"Inglourious Basterds" is above
all, a well-written story. Its plot is
centered around killing Nazis, but
the film feels as if World War 11
was something Tarantino dreamt
up. He focuses on quirky and
likable fictional
characters and
weaves two plots of historical in
accuracies into one amazing film.
The first plot centers around
1st Lieutenant Aldo Raine, better
known as "Aldo the Apache,"
played by Brad Pitt. Raine isn't
just rough around the edges - he
is rough the whole way through.
For once Pitt remains fully clothed
for an entire movie, which allows
him to show off his acting abili
ties rather than his "pretty boy"
looks. Raine likens himself to an
Apache chieftan, demanding one
hundred Nazi scalps from each of
his Jewish American "Basterds."
He leads his team of nine through

German occupied France on a
mission to collect his scalps. My
favorite on Raine's team is Staff
Sergeant Donny Donowitz, aka
"The Bear Jew," played by Eli
Roth. Donowitz's weapon of
choice is a baseball bat in which
he wields with such ferocity that
I found myself feeling sorry for
the Nazis who felt the wrath of the
Bear Jew.

As the Basterds carry out their
missions to destroy Nazis, Shosanna Dreyfus, played by Melanie
Laurent, is a beautiful Jewish
French woman whose hatred for
the Nazis compells her to plan her
own mission to wipe out as many
Nazis as the Basterds. The two
plots eventually come together
for an amazing finale of explosive
violence and catharsis.

What should be on your iPod?
Best song from your favorite Patrick Swayze movie
"Unchained Melody"

"If 6 Was 9"

The Righteous Brothers

Jimi Hendrix

"Ghost"
"Point Break"
"(I've Had) The Time of My Life"
Bill Medley and Jennifer Warnes
mm®-

"Dirty Dancing"

"Head Over Heels"
Tears for Fears

"Donnie Darko"
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Stories of Hurricane Katrina
ERIN HERNANDEZ
STAFF WRITFR
Dave Eggers puts the lives of
Abdulrahman and Kathy Zeitoun
before and after Hurricane Katrina
onto the pages of his latest non-fic
tion literary work, "Zeitoun." The
Chicago-born writer originally
came into contact with the Muslim
couple in 2006 for another project
titled "Voices From the Storm,"
which compiled stories of Hurri
cane Katrina survivors. Struck by
the Zeitoun story, he began a long
process of interviews with mem
bers of the Zeitoun family to piece
together their story.
Abdulrahman (frequently re
ferred to as Zeitoun in order to
avoid the mispronunciation of his
first name) and Kathy have always
had their fair share of problems.
Faced with the ignorance and
prejudices of others, Zeitoun deals
with what it means to be a Syrianborn Arab in the United States, and
the cultural differences that come
along with it, especially since
many Americans have turned hard,
scrutinizing eyes towards those of
the Islamic faith after the events of
9/11. Kathy suffers from the mis
understandings between herself
and her family, who do not under
stand her decision to turn away
from her Christian upbringing and

Dum P in 9 m o r e t h a r

convert to Islam.
When Mayor Nagin calls for the
evacuation of New Orleans, Kathy
takes the kids to stay with some of
her family in Baton Rouge.Zeitoun.
however, makes the decision to
stay in New Orleans to watch over
their home and business. Once the
levees break causing houses and
streets to flood, he travels through
the disaster stricken city on his
aluminum canoe, giving a helping
hand to whomever he can, whether
it be neighbor, stranger, or dog.
The National Guard, despite all
his good intentions, arrests him
along with three others as poten
tial looters. In the makeshift jail at
the Greyhound station, he is held
without charge and withheld legal
representation and communication
to his family. His wife is left won
dering if he is dead or alive.
The author restrains himself
from giving unnecessary descrip
tions that would distract from his
stated intent, which is to portray
the experiences of this family
during these events. The result is a
work devoid of superfluous words
and overanalyzing, allowing for
actions to speak louder than any
expansion the characters' internal
monologue might have had. This
only goes to show that the story's
impact lies in its ability to under
state, having the acts of injustice
be all the more significant.
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JESSICA TISHUE

STAFF WRITFR
Guns blazing, wars waging
and political calamity torment
front man Vinnie Paz of Jedi
Mind Tricks, a hardcore under
ground hip hop group streaming
straight from Philly, "where the
sun doesn't set."
Vinnie Paz along with Jus
Allah and a two-man troop who
dub themselves Outerspace
come together to spit vicipus
and litigious lines divulging
their miffed mental states.
"A
History
of
Vio
lence," JMT'S latest album, is
a fearless collaboration that is
inebriated with rage as a result
of media encoding and futile
involvement in the Iraq war.
This 12 track album trans
forms JMT's afflictions and
relentless yearning for spiritual
satisfaction into silver-tongued
brash beats. Vinnie Paz, ill at
ease with Catholicism, opted for
the "special calm of the Koran"
to mitigate apprehension of an
afterlife.
Stoupe the Enemy of Man
kind produces polished pulsa
tions to create harmony out of
the pandemonium which JMT
disseminates. His samples are
utterly meticulous, however

THEHIGHCHIEF.BLOGSPOT.COM

they are like velvet on the ears.
Just like the track's title, the
lyrics leak that society is imprint
ing a "Trail of Lies" and twisting
reality as we know it for the gov
ernment's personal gain.
The rhythm is evocative like
a love scene in a gangster movie;
a combination of sultry sounds
interlaced with the rough pitch of
Paz. "Godflesh," a track that's "so

' .'v'-'K/U.
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SAN DIEGO

sick with the flow," pledges to
make listeners "sing along like
you caught a disease," and it does
just that.
Paz dumped his former record
label Baby Grande just like his
religion and shifted JMT onto per
sonal label Enemy Soil Records.
So be on the lookout for tighter
beats and even more religious
rhetoric.
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Sept 22
Free entry for San Diego residents at Balboa Park Museums

Sept 26
Bearing Exquisite Witness Art Festival

Michael Franti & Spearhead

10 a.m.-6 p.m.

8 p.m. $25-$42.50

University of San Diego, IPJ

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

Sept 18
The Killers
8 p.m. $75-$125

Sept 23
Sondre Lerche
8 p.m. 21+, $35-$210
Casbah

0MBAC Classic Long Board Surfing Contest
8:30am $35 to compete
Pacific Beach Pier

San Diego Chargers vs. Miami Dolphins
1:15 p.m.
Qualcomm Stadium

Cox Arena

Sept 19

Sept 27

Sept 24
Bearing Exquisite Witness Art Festival
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
University of San Diego, IPJ

Sept 28
Lady Dottie and the Diamonds
9 p.m. 21+ $3
U-31

Sept 20
Fourth Annual Coronado Art Walk
10a.m.-5p.m.
Coronado Ferry Landing

Sept 21

Sept 25
Bearing Exquisite Witness Art Festival
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
University of San Diego, IPJ
Citizen Cope

Sept 25
San Diego Padres vs. Los Angeles Dodgers
7:05 p.m.
Petco Park

9 p.m. 21+$55-$70
Wave House

Australian Pink Floyd
7:30 p.m. $55
Humphry's By the Bay
S. oCX'XXJO-
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Be like "Mic" USD's all-time leading scorer keeps scoring

RYAN SIDHOO

CO-SPQRTS EDITOR
With the media plastering Michael
Jordan's bald head and 6'6 frame ev
erywhere, it was difficult to not root
for the Bulls at some point during my
childhood. M.J. was the one I emulated
in my driveway when I was throwing
down thunderous dunks on my seven
foot rim in my backyard. I would sport
my Jordan kicks and drink my Gatorade
because it was supposed to make me
"Like Mike." As a boy growing up in
the 1990"s, 1 saw Jordan as a basketball
god.
Fast forward 11 years since Jordan
destroyed Byron Russell's credibility
in the 1998 finals, and we see M.J. be
ing inducted into the Basketball Hall of
Fame as arguably the greatest player
ever. So what did he have to say? He got
up on stage and was brutally honest. He
took shots at his high school coach who
cut him from his varsity team and humuliated Bulls owner Jerry Krause. He
embarrassed Byron Russell again, right
after he called Jeff Van Gundy a "little
guy". He also insulted Isaiah Thomas
and George Gervin.
Every sports critic with a column said
Jordan's speech was petty. They painted
M..I. as an arrogant jerk and school yard
bully still trying to settle scores from the
past.
So.what did 1 think? Besides valu
ing his honesty. I thought the speech
represented who Michael Jordan ione of the most competitive people on
this planet. It is not a coincidence that
he lambasted his cronies and called out
the people who fueled his fire. This is
what I expect from the most driven ath
lete ever; someone who views the world
in a Social Darwinist way.
So, did these columnists think he
was going to get on stage to say sorry to
Karl Malone for stripping him in the fi-.
nal seconds of the 1998 finals? Did they
believe he would let Craig Ehlo cry on
his shoulder because that 1989 buzzer
beater ruined Ehlo's life ? Did they want
Mike to give one of his rings to Spike
Lee and the Knicks? If so. then they
have no idea who number 23 really is.
This is the guy who bought a ping
pong table and practiced intensely until
he could beat Scottie Pippen and be the
locker room champ. This is the guy who
told his teammates not to pass the ball
to Bill Carlwi ight in the crunch time
because Cart weight had a suspect jump
shot. This is the guy who still could put
up 40 points w bile pushing 40 years of
age.
Michael Jordan was himself at his
induction speech - a man with a com
petitive spirit that cannot be rivaled, a
basketball player with a work ethic that
allowed him to be the best in the world
and touch millions of lives. So, who
cares if his speech was not extremely
compassionate. He solidified a saying
we take for granted: the early bird gets
the worm (or 6 of them).

BRENNAN/l HL VIS IA
Gyno Pomare playing at the JCP during his USD days.

MICHAEL LU
STAFF WRITFR

Former USD basketball star Gyno Po
mare may not be hearing chants of "GYNO,
GYNO, GYNO," that he was accustomed
to hearing at the JCP, but he is still playing
the game he loves.
He may not be lacing up his sneakers
and wearing his Torero jersey anymore but
Pomare, the all-time leading scorer for the

men's basketball team and Torero alumnus,
has found a new arena to pursue his hard
wood dreams.
Pomare, who is of Panamanian de
scent, has continued his illustrious basket
ball career with the Panamanian National
team which is competing at this year's FIBA
Americas Championship in San Juan, Puer
to Rico. He has accomplished what many
in the college and pro ranks only dream of
- the honor of representing your country in
the game of basketball.

Panama finished eighth in their pool
with a record of two wins and six losses,
topping Venezuela and Uruguay. Pomare's
best game came against Brazil when he
tallied 14 points and grabbed 10 rebounds
in Brazil's 84-64 victory over Panama.
Despite the struggles of the team, Pomare
managed to have an impact, averaging 8.5
points per game, 6.8 rebounds per gameand 0.8 assists per game in over 4 con
tests.
The competition surrounding the
FIBA Americas Championship featured
several prominent players from the NBA,
most notably, Luis Scola of the Houston
Rockets, who was the main catalyst in Ar
gentina's 80-55 victory over Panama.
The disappointment of Panama's play
in the FIBA Americas Championship has
certainly not diminished Pomare's talent
in any shape or form. He recently signed
with the Sendai '89ers from the Japanese
Professional League to a two-year con
tract. Since graduating one year ago,
Pomare will continue to look for ways
to further his already prestigious basket
ball resume. In the Japanese Leauge, Po
mare will face stars from across the globe
that have professional and collegiate ex
perience.
Already listed as a top player for the
89ers, the Japanese League could be a ve
hicle for Pomare to showcase his skills to
various scouts from he NBA and top european leauges.
If Pomare wants to suceed at the pro
level, he must showcase his jump shot that
drew Hasheem Thabeet out of the paint
during the Toreros tilt agianst UCONN in
the NCAA Tournament two years ago.

Revamped backfield leads Toreros in 2009
CHRISTOPHER HANNEKE

STAFF WRITER
This year the Toreros success on the
grid iron will be determined by their run
ning game. Third-year Head Coach Ron
Caragher and the Toreros started their
2009 season with much of the emphasis
expected to be on the running game. The
team has incredible depth at the position,
with four players expected to split car
ries throughout the season. One of those
running-backs, sophomore Matt Jelmini,
explained what this means for the team.
"We have a lot of depth at half-back,
which is good for our offense. We all have
our strengths, and it helps being able to
rotate because it saves our legs."
With fresh legs, the rushing attack of
the Toreros got off to a roaring start on
September 5th when the team traveled up
to Los Angeles to defeat Azusa Pacific
University 24-12 in front of a Citrus Sta
dium record crowd of 5,124. The running
game racked up 190 yards, giving the
Toreros a sustained attack which led to an
almost 10 minute advantage in the time of
possession battle.
The majority of that rushing load
was carried by sophomore Phil Morelli
who carried the ball 19 times for 84 yards.
Senior Captain JT Rogan carried the ball
seven times for 50 yards and scored the
lone rushing touchdown, while Matt Jelm
ini and junior Brendan Feliczak also had
seven carries apiece.
Jelmini does not see the saturation at
the position as a problem. "As a group, we
are more concerned about getting the job
done than how many carries we get."
This unselfish attitude led to a relent

less rushing attack that dictated the tempo
of the game and allowed the Toreros the
luxury of only having to throw the ball
12 times. Senior quarterback Sebastian
Trajillo completed eight of those throws
for 101 yards and two touchdowns. Coach
Caragher was pleased with what he saw as
well.
"Our offense did a very good job
of rushing the football," said Caragher.
"Controlling the line of scrimmage is very
important to us and our success."
Caragher also liked what he saw with
his defense. "I thought our defense did a
terrific job of stopping the APU running
game," he explained.
The defense dominated the line of
scrimmage, holding the Cougars to just 12
yards on 23 carries and never allowing the
APU offense to establish a rhythm. The
Toreros limited their opponents to just six
points and 208 yards for the game. This
gritty performance set the team up nicely
as they cruised to a 24-6 lead.
The team had little time to revel in the
good news as they went to Colorado for
their Week 2 matchup this past Saturday
against the University of Northern Colo
rado.
The rushing attack that was the team's
strong point in the impressive victory
against APU was not nearly as effective
this time around, as the team was only able
to accumulate 127 yards on 34 carries. It
was Brendan Feliczak who received most
of the carries in this game, running the ball
16 times for 69 yards and a touchdown.
This was one of the lone bright spots
on a rainy afternoon for USD, as the sup
porting cast of Rogan, Morelli and Jelmini
was only able to contribute 42 yards on 14

carries. Without the dominating rushing
attack that was so important in the win
against APU, the Torero offense was forced
to throw the ball more than they would
have liked. This led to a day that quarter
back Sebastian Trujillo would like to for
get, as he was forced to throw the ball 37
times. He completed just 18 of those passes
for 121 yards and four interceptions.
Northern Colorado, on the other hand,
had no problem moving down the field,
running the ball 40 times for an incredible
256 yards as a team, led by Junior half
back Andre Harris. The successful ground
game, paired with an equally impressive
air attack, allowed UNCO to jump out to a
17-0 lead at halftime.
The Toreros would not go down
without a fight, however, as they bounced
back to put together two consecutive
scoring drives in the third quarter with
touchdowns coming from a Trujillo pass
to John McGough, followed by a 2 yard
touchdown run by Brendan Feliczak. This
cut the lead to 17-12, but it was as close as
they would get, as the four picks were too
much to overcome and Northern Colorado
pulled away in the fourth quarter, handing
the Toreros their first loss of 2009 with a
31-12 victory.
The first chance to see them live is
Saturday at 1 p.m. on the Walter J. Zable
Field at Torero Stadium. It will be their
first Pioneer League game of the season,
and they will be taking on Marist, a team
they beat 40-22 in last year's match-up.
USD looks to revamp their rushing attack
and get back to their winning ways with an
important conference win that will set them
up nicely heading into conference play.
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Sept. 17
Women's Volleyball
vs. UC Irvine
7 p.m.

Sept. 18
Men's Soccer
vs. Dartmouth
7 p.m.

Sept. 19

Sept. 25

Oct. 11

Women's Volleyball
vs. San Diego State
7 p.m.

Women's Soccer
vs. Santa Clara
1 p.m.

Men's Soccer
vs. UCLA
7 p.m.

Oct. 4
Men's Soccer
vs. San Francisco
2 p.m.

Oct. 16
Men's Soccer
vs. St. Marys
7 p.m.

Oct. 17
Women's Volleyball
vs. St. Marys
1 p.m.

Oct. 8

Football
vs. Marist
1 p.m.

Women's Volleyball
vs. San Francisco
7 p.m.

Football
vs. Drake
1 p.m.

Oct. 10

Oct. 18

Women's Volleyball
vs. Santa Clara
1 p.m.

Men's Soccer
vs. Santa Clara
2 p.m.

Men's Soccer
vs. Michigan State
2 p.m.

Up in the gym just working on my fitness
USD's Fit and Active program provides a convenient way to stay in shape
CHRISTINE IMPERATORE

STAFF WRITFR

For students who have become bored
with lifting weights, running in the canyon
or dealing with the massive crowds at the
JCP gym, USD's Fit and Active program
could be a potential savior.
"It's fun and it keeps me fit," senior
Allison Swartout said, referring to the va
riety of workouts she gets in the program.
Serena Boyd, who started the pro
gram, holds a masters degree in public
health. She comes from a background of
designing and implementing health pro
grams for specific groups.
When she joined the USD commu
nity three years ago, she brought along
her expertise which has now led to the
creation and success of the Fit and Active
program.
She created the program in conjunc
tion with the opening of the Missions Fit
ness Center two years ago. For $80 per
semester, members have access to nearly
30 classes in yoga, pilates, spinning and
many more.
"It's an outlet for [students] to enjoy
the fitness facilities that we have," Boyd
said.
Since these classes are not for credit,
there is no obligation to attend the same
class every week. Through a membership
to Fit and Active, USD students, staff and
alumni can attend an assortment of fitness
classes every week on their own terms.
Participants can take as many or as few
classes as they wish.
For those students who have already
discovered the program, it has been a great
experience.
"I love Fit and Active because there
are so many different classes that it makes
it impossible to get bored," Swartout said.
It has also proven to be a great value.

"It's better than a regular gym mem
bership because you get a lot of classes for
a really great price," senior Alex Afansev
said.
The instructors are all highly qualified
as they are required to have CPR and First
Aid certifications, as well as credentials in
the fitness programs that they teach.
Boyd adds that they are also learned
in catering to specific needs of individual
students as their programs range from be
ginning to advanced levels of fitness.
"The instructors are great and are al
ways willing to adapt the classes to your
needs and wants," Afansev said "If you
want to work more on abs one day and on
legs another, they will help you do that."
The variety of classes ranges from boot
camp and circuit training, which target the
entire body, to more specialized techniques

MORGAN PAYNE

CQ-SPQRTS EDITOR

Women's Volleyball
vs. San Jose State
1 p.m.

Sept. 20

19

like the "Abs and Toning" class. Other
classes include Boot Camp Blast, Crossfitness, Power Yoga and Plyometric training
that focuses on core explosion.
It gives students a chance to decide
what muscles and areas they want to tone
or strengthen, as well as keep their bodies
guessing through cross-training.
Boyd hopes to see further growth and
expansion of the program over the next
few years. She hopes the program can
eventually offer classes all day long and
to boost enrollment so that each class will
have higher attendance.
Anyone can try these classes, no mat
ter what their skill level, and it is easy to
join. Registration is done all at the com
fort of ones home. Go online at sandiego.
edu/campusrecreation/fitness and sign up
today.

Let me preface this by say
ing one thing: Roger Federer is not
my favorite tennis player. He is no
where near my top 10 actually. Rich
ard Gasguet is at the top of my list.
But, outside of Tiger Woods, Roger
Federer is undoubtedly the most
dominant athlete of our generation.
There is no denying this fact.
Even after the crushing five-set
loss he endured at the hands of Juan
Martin Del Potro Monday night in
the U .S. Open finals, Federer proved
he is still the greatest player tennis
has ever seen.
At the age of 28, in the twilight
of his astonishing career when most
players his age are already retired.
Federer made his 22nd straight semi
finals appearance in a major. With
too many records to count under his
belt, Federer is still the top ranked
player in the world and he continues
to play like it.
However, it is not just the fact
that Fed has won more major titles
than any other man in history; it is
the way in which he has done so.
Words like grace, poise and modesty
have all become synonymous with
Roger Federer's game. Not one to
yell at a line judge (I'm looking at
you, Serena) or taunt a crowd (yeah
you, Novak). Federer has been the
poster child for longevity and elo
quence in a game which prides itself
on both.
Although Federer uncharacter
istically lost his cool for a brief mo
ment during the finals at the Open by
arguing with the chair umpire, there
is no denying he is the definition of
tasteful in the game of tennis.
James Blake said it best when
asked about Federer.
"Someone there hasn't been
paying attention if they are picking
against Roger. If you poll the top 200
guys in the world, about 199 are go
ing to say Roger. The only one who
isn't is Roger because he's too nice
about it."
Yes, I can attest that I. like many
others, enjoy watching outlandish
athletes. I have always been a fan of
such jaded stars such as Allen Iverson, Carmelo Anthony and Brandon
Marshall. But there is something to
be said for Federer's calm, collected
style. The extraordinarily rare mix of
supreme skill and unparalleled mod
esty have defined Federer and set a
new benchmark for every athlete to
strive for.
In ari era in which it is cooler to
be the boisterous wide receiver who
changes their name for publicity,
Roger Federer has done something
few have achieved: he has made it
sexy to be humble.
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Beyond basketball: The road to recovery with B.J.
BRANDON JOHNSON

sSTAFF WRITER

As the '08-'09 school year came to a
close I could not help but be relieved that
one of the worst years of my life athleti
cally was finally almost over. The months
of rehabbing and struggling through the
pain of a ruptured Achilles tendon were
finally over, or so I thought.
At the beginning of the summer ev
erything seemed to be going perfectly,
in terms of the heeling of my Achilles
tendon. Not only was I walking without
pain but I even took on a job at the local
YMCA to help direct young children in
everyday activities. With the successful
healing of my tendon, and never one for
patience, 1 attempted to take on more ath
letic tasks than I did prior to my surgery
in order to test my ability.
Every day I would work out in the
early mornings as well as the afternoons
and I would also work at the YMCA. It
was more than I should have taken on but
I had every confidence that I was healing
and becoming better and more dedicated
to the sport that is my passion.
I had to do everything in my power in
order to get to the point where I was prac
ticing with the team as their equal. My
workouts consisted of conditioning with
weights in order to keep my muscle tone
where it is supposed to be for an athlete.
But the more intense my workouts
became the more 1 began to realize that
something was not right in the same foot
that had suffered the ruptured Achilles
tendon. There was a grinding pain when
ever I attempted to sprint that I felt was
keeping me from reaching my full poten
tial. As doctors examined my foot they
discovered that I had bone spurs.
A bone spur forms as the body tries
to repair itself by building extra bone. It
generally forms in response to pressure,
rubbing, or stress that continues over a
long period of time.
The bone spurs kept me from getting

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Brandon Johnson making USD fans' dreams come true by helping the Toreros get to the NCAA Tournement.

better because if bone spurs are pressing
on other bones or tissues or are causing a
muscle or tendon to rub, they can break
that tissue down over time, causing swell
ing, pain, and tearing. The pain from my
bone spurs resulted in a second surgery
over the summer.
The second surgery to fix my bone
spurs definitely set me back in my goals
of where I wanted to be athletically at this
point in the school year, but I feel that as
I begin to gain full mobility once again
then there should be nothing holding me

back from reaching, or even surpassing,
where 1 was athletically at the begin
ning of the season last year. As of right
now I am still rehabbing and I have not
played or practiced with the team since
the injury.
Positive aspects of my basketball
career are the facts that I will be able
to play this season, most likely not as
much as I would like at the beginning of
the season but I do feel that I will be up
to my full potential much sooner than
even the trainers believe.

"...there should be
nothing holding
me back."
Brandon Johnson
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James Meador steals home during a summer baseball game in Santa Barbara.
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COURTESY WHITNEY WISE

STAFF WRITER

After a very productive junior year,
AJ Griffin, Matt Thomson and myself
had hopes that summer ball was out of the
question with the MLB draft coming up so
quickly. All three of us were projected to
be picked in the first ten rounds and felt we
might be playing pro ball very shortly.
Draft day came, and after a rough three
days Matt and A.J.'s names were called
later than expected, and mine not even at
all. Needless to say, we were not the hap
piest of campers. Some might wonder why
the WCC player of the year was not even
drafted at all - a question I will always ask
myself. This put us all in a bind that we
had not expected.
Two days later we found ourselves
playing summer baseball in Santa Barbara,

and were planning to do so for the next
couple of months. For me, this summer
was all about preparing for my senior year.
Don't get me wrong, Santa Barbara for the
summer is never a bad thing. I was still
living the life, having a place in Isla Vista
with the beach and field only a bike ride
from my house. That never gets old.
The summer turned out to be all that
I expected. I got a ton of playing time, a
great tan and even had some fun times
with the night life. The draft did not work
out for Matt, A.J. and myself so we are all
back on campus ready to own the WCC
one more time. With our return and the
loss of only one guy from last year's team,
we might now be one of the best teams in
the entire nation. The Toreros are going
to be a veteran squad, and with the help
from some new freshmen we are going to
be WCC favorites.
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